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pcatedly by private industry. Besides, the inevitable spongers
exposed the whole program to criticism. During the recession
of 1937-1938, for example, when the WPA bought fifteen
million dollars' worth of clothing from the factories in order
to prime industry and still more to outfit the jobless, some
with no right to relief were reported to have received free
overalls, shirts, bedding and other supplies. Jokes about
"shovel-leaners," centering around the man who was injured
when his shovel gave way, grew current in the latter thirties.
The WPA, like any government agency dispensing bounty
to the masses possessing little save a vote, was often accused
of buying good will, but beyond reasonable alertness to the
logic whereby ballots tend to follow benefits, its high com-
mand seems to have kept a steady hand upon the purse
strings and maintained a clean record. Local employees, how-
ever, were not always so scrupulous. Campaigning by the
WPA staff in Pennsylvania, Kentucky and Tennessee in the
1938 elections led to much unfavorable notice and to the
passage of the Hatch act of July, 1939, curbing "pernicious
political activities" by federal appointees.
Private industry continued to lag under the pump-priming
of both WPA and PWA,* While the federal outlay for con-
struction rocketed from an annual average of $188,000,000
between 1925 and 1929 to that of $1,630,000,000 between
1933 and 1938, private construction during this latter period
never attained half the predepression figure. A careful study
under auspices of the National Resources Planning Board
concluded that the tonic effect of federal public works upon
national income and the sum of business activity was disap-
pointingly small. Thus the economic results of pump-prim-
ing tended to bear out the critics of the New Deal at the
* The fluctuating and seasonal imbalance or private employment greatly
complicated the problem. A survey of more than a thousand families in thirteen
cities who left relief rolls for private industry in the summer of 1935 found
that three fifths were driven back to seek relief within the next twelve months
despite the nation's general advance toward recovery. J. C. Bevis and S. L. Payne,
Former Relief Cases in Private Employment (WPA, Wash,, 1939), 9.

